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From: Kathleen - Reynolds
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Kathleen-Reynolds
Date: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 10:43:22 AM
Attachments: PCC-Kathleen-Reynolds-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 I'm in favour of changing public policy to enact sustainable building practices in Lake Worth Beach


Name


 Kathleen Reynolds


Email


 reynolds.606@gmail.com


Address


 


318 S. K St.
apt.3
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
Map It



mailto:reynolds.606@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:reynolds.606@gmail.com

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://click.pstmrk.it/2/maps.google.com*2Fmaps*3Fq*3D318*2BS.*2BK*2BSt.*2Bapt.3*2BLake*2BWorth*2BBeach*252C*2BFL*2B33460*2BUnited*2BStates/Pq1xEicN/vh1V/SQMcM56z7F__;JSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUl!!L27OxSvrGzUPJKx-75U!uNa39ypwMHIL6hSt6waHr9YckyUXJvjtUwqUQnnKyNmoS_Br4fSFDcbLchjKpksUyhTyq3w6hlMj$
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CARD - CITY
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SECTION:10} -
KATHLEEN -
REYNOLDS



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I'm in favour of changing public policy to enact sustainable building
practices in Lake Worth Beach



NAME Kathleen Reynolds



EMAIL reynolds.606@gmail.com



ADDRESS 318 S. K St.
apt.3
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Arthur - Newman
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Arthur-Newman
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2021 1:07:45 PM
Attachments: PCC-Arthur-Newman-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Comments on Ekotecture for Lake Worth Beach City Council Meeting to be held on December 7, 2021
Things we take for granted today were once a bold vision of some forward-thinking inventor. Take for
example, flying. The Wright Brothers were so fascinated with flight, they made it their life’s goal to build a
flying machine. And, of course, the rest is history.


Such has been the vision & passion of Lee Porter Butler and Jill Karlin; to build environmentally
sustainable residential and commercial structures that are able to withstand potentially destructive
weather conditions resulting from global warming. 


I met Jill while living in town and later assisted her in evangelizing Ekotecture. In the process, we spoke
with several subject matter experts on sustainable living structures. Most of these experts viewed the
concept as having significant merit and were interested in supporting the development of Ekotecture i.e.
taking it from concept to reality.


The City of Lake Worth offers the ‘ideal setting’ for a pilot site as Jill’s presentation demonstrates. Lake
Worth is already a remarkable place to live, recreate, work and visit. Ekotecture would add one more
reason to visit and perhaps live in Town!


The Wright Brothers lived and did much of the initial development of their flying machine in Millville,
Indiana but they tested and then made their first successful flight elsewhere. Kitty Hawk, South Carolina
is the place where everyone associates the ‘first manned flight’. 


Lake Worth, Florida could have the same historic significance as being the place where the ‘first float of
an environmentally sustainable and weather resistant home/community’ was tested and established.


Take a chance and pursue this project.


Art Newman
December 5, 2021



mailto:artenewman@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov
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COMMISSION -
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ARTHUR - NEWMAN



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Comments on Ekotecture for Lake Worth Beach City Council
Meeting to be held on December 7, 2021
Things we take for granted today were once a bold vision of some
forward-thinking inventor. Take for example, flying. The Wright
Brothers were so fascinated with flight, they made it their life’s goal
to build a flying machine. And, of course, the rest is history.



Such has been the vision & passion of Lee Porter Butler and Jill
Karlin; to build environmentally sustainable residential and
commercial structures that are able to withstand potentially
destructive weather conditions resulting from global warming.



I met Jill while living in town and later assisted her in evangelizing
Ekotecture. In the process, we spoke with several subject matter
experts on sustainable living structures. Most of these experts
viewed the concept as having significant merit and were interested
in supporting the development of Ekotecture i.e. taking it from
concept to reality.



The City of Lake Worth offers the ‘ideal setting’ for a pilot site as Jill’s
presentation demonstrates. Lake Worth is already a remarkable
place to live, recreate, work and visit. Ekotecture would add one
more reason to visit and perhaps live in Town!



The Wright Brothers lived and did much of the initial development
of their flying machine in Millville, Indiana but they tested and then
made their first successful flight elsewhere. Kitty Hawk, South
Carolina is the place where everyone associates the ‘first manned
flight’.



Lake Worth, Florida could have the same historic significance as
being the place where the ‘first float of an environmentally
sustainable and weather resistant home/community’ was tested and
established.



Take a chance and pursue this project.



Art Newman
December 5, 2021



NAME Arthur Newman
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EMAIL artenewman@gmail.com



ADDRESS 13024 Sorrento Way
Bradenton, FL 34211-2207
United States
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Name


 Arthur Newman


Email


 artenewman@gmail.com


Address


 
13024 Sorrento Way
Bradenton, FL 34211-2207
United States
Map It
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From: Ulrike - Schackman
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Ulrike-Schackman
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 5:34:50 PM
Attachments: PCC-Ulrike-Schackman-Public Hearing-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


As a Florida resident I was so excited to see the power point presentation by EKOTECTURE.
I am a native from Germany and made the USA my home in 1986. It is wonderful to see that visionary
citizens have the foresight to contribute to solution to the climate change that affects us all. I love Lake
Worth and spend a lot of time there. What's so appealing is Lake Worth is charming and has a lot of flair
and the EKOTTECTURE project would ensure that Lake Worth keeps its charm of a small city. As
opposed to the rest of South Florida which is so overdeveloped and congested. We in Germany have a
consciousness to the problem and always welcome our citizens to participate in solving these problems.
It is inspiring to see that Lake Worth might become a leader in this amazing, inspiring and effective
project. If Lake Worth takes on this project it will become a leader in combating climate change and an
inspiration for other countries, even Germany. I am also an avid bicyclist and prefer to ride my bike
instead off my car or if available low impact public transportation. The impact EKOTETURE would have
on traffic congestion and the health of its citizens is immeasurable. Imagine Lake Worth recognized for a
pedestrian and bike friendly city like we have in Germany and other major European Cities like
Amsterdam. I am also impressed with the update on the Gulfstream Hotel which would allow guest to
spend more time in the pedestrian and Eco-friendly city of Lake Worth. These are extraordinary and
challenging times for all of us and we need people who think outside the box. People who will make a
positive difference for all of us. I am so proud to be a resident in Florida and to know that we have such
visionary leaders in our communities that are committed to change before the time runs out. I hope you
will consider strongly this life changing project as this is an urgent challenge and time is of the essence
not only for us but for our children's future.


Name


 Ulrike Schackman


Email



mailto:uschack@hotmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov
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MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD As a Florida resident I was so excited to see the power point
presentation by EKOTECTURE.
I am a native from Germany and made the USA my home in 1986. It
is wonderful to see that visionary citizens have the foresight to
contribute to solution to the climate change that affects us all. I love
Lake Worth and spend a lot of time there. What's so appealing is
Lake Worth is charming and has a lot of flair and the EKOTTECTURE
project would ensure that Lake Worth keeps its charm of a small
city. As opposed to the rest of South Florida which is so
overdeveloped and congested. We in Germany have a
consciousness to the problem and always welcome our citizens to
participate in solving these problems. It is inspiring to see that Lake
Worth might become a leader in this amazing, inspiring and
effective project. If Lake Worth takes on this project it will become a
leader in combating climate change and an inspiration for other
countries, even Germany. I am also an avid bicyclist and prefer to
ride my bike instead off my car or if available low impact public
transportation. The impact EKOTETURE would have on traffic
congestion and the health of its citizens is immeasurable. Imagine
Lake Worth recognized for a pedestrian and bike friendly city like we
have in Germany and other major European Cities like Amsterdam. I
am also impressed with the update on the Gulfstream Hotel which
would allow guest to spend more time in the pedestrian and Eco-
friendly city of Lake Worth. These are extraordinary and challenging
times for all of us and we need people who think outside the box.
People who will make a positive difference for all of us. I am so proud
to be a resident in Florida and to know that we have such visionary
leaders in our communities that are committed to change before
the time runs out. I hope you will consider strongly this life changing
project as this is an urgent challenge and time is of the essence not
only for us but for our children's future.



NAME Ulrike Schackman



EMAIL uschack@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 2808 Vista Cove Rd
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
United States
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 uschack@hotmail.com


Address


 
2808 Vista Cove Rd
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
United States
Map It
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From: Andrea - Tomlinson
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Andrea-Tomlinson
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 4:29:42 PM
Attachments: PCC-Andrea-Tomlinson-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I would like to see flowers and animals. Let the pollution be eliminated. My name is Jose, and I am in the
fifth grade. 


Audronnna in Kindergarten would love to see fish and a lazy river.


My name is Yessica, and I am in the fifth grade. I heard about the Oceanfront Eko-Park and would love to
see it come to life. Also, I love swimming and would love to have a new pool to swim in.


My name is Emma Parker, and I am in the third grade. I like the idea of the Oceanfront Sustainable Eko-
friendly Park. I love dolphins and would love to see them up close. Also, I love to skateboard, and I do not
have a place to skate. The park would be suitable for visitors from maybe Canada where they do not see
dolphins and stuff. When people visit, they will get to visit and see tropical stuff.
Sometimes, I would like to see the sunset from a beautiful tropical safe, sustainable Eko-Friendly park.


Henry Golden, fifth-grader. I want Lake Worth to be a Green and clean place. The Eko-friendly park can
even help some homeless people have a place to go during the day.


My name is Kendel, and I am in the fifth grade. The sustainable Oceanfront Eko-Park sounds like a great
place to go. I would love to swim in a lazy river.


Adrionna in Kindergarten would enjoy swimming and floating in the lazy river. 


Mateo Cardona Ramirez, Fifth Grade
The Eko-friendly park sounds like the place for me! It will be sustainable, which means long-lasting. We
can eliminate pollution by using hydroelectric power!


Hevarin Deddo, Fifth Grade
I have never seen a dolphin before, and I would love to see one close. Maybe I can even swim with them.
I hope that the City of Lake Worth makes the Eko-friendly park come to life.



mailto:Andrea.garfield-tomlinson@palmbeachschools.org

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov
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MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE? I would like the city to read my comments
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COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I would like to see flowers and animals. Let the pollution be eliminated. My
name is Jose, and I am in the fifth grade.



Audronnna in Kindergarten would love to see fish and a lazy river.



My name is Yessica, and I am in the fifth grade. I heard about the
Oceanfront Eko-Park and would love to see it come to life. Also, I love
swimming and would love to have a new pool to swim in.



My name is Emma Parker, and I am in the third grade. I like the idea of the
Oceanfront Sustainable Eko-friendly Park. I love dolphins and would love to
see them up close. Also, I love to skateboard, and I do not have a place to
skate. The park would be suitable for visitors from maybe Canada where
they do not see dolphins and stuff. When people visit, they will get to visit
and see tropical stuff.
Sometimes, I would like to see the sunset from a beautiful tropical safe,
sustainable Eko-Friendly park.



Henry Golden, fifth-grader. I want Lake Worth to be a Green and clean
place. The Eko-friendly park can even help some homeless people have a
place to go during the day.



My name is Kendel, and I am in the fifth grade. The sustainable Oceanfront
Eko-Park sounds like a great place to go. I would love to swim in a lazy river.



Adrionna in Kindergarten would enjoy swimming and floating in the lazy
river.



Mateo Cardona Ramirez, Fifth Grade
The Eko-friendly park sounds like the place for me! It will be sustainable,
which means long-lasting. We can eliminate pollution by using
hydroelectric power!



Hevarin Deddo, Fifth Grade
I have never seen a dolphin before, and I would love to see one close.
Maybe I can even swim with them. I hope that the City of Lake Worth
makes the Eko-friendly park come to life.
Peter Noel, I think that we should have a sustainable Eko-friendly park. It
would help the environment and eliminate pollution from cars. So I can
play with my friends and have a great time.



Charles Morales Matute, Fifth Grade
I think it would be great to add a trampoline to the Eko-friendly park. Then,
maybe jet-ski's can join in on the fun.



Erlens Simon, Fifth grade
How fantastic would this park be? I would love to go on a jet-ski, have a
gaming room, a skate park, and maybe they can throw in some pizza! I
hope this park is built.



Joshwa Robin, Fifth Grade



A gaming room, a place to swim, and a fantastic place to go. Did you know
that games help kids focus? So please build the Eko-friendly park.



Diego Rubi Flores, Fifth grade
I want a gaming room, a pool, a gym, and a workout room in the Eko-
friendly park. I hope that they build it for us.



Justin Rubi Flores, First Grade
A skate park sounds so good. I have never been in one. Imagine? A lazy
river and a new pool? I hope that we get the Eko-friendly park.



These comments have come from students on the Green Team from
Highland Elementary School. We are located at 500 Highland Avenue, Lake
Worth, Florida 33460.
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NAME Andrea Tomlinson



EMAIL Andrea.garfield-tomlinson@palmbeachschools.org



ADDRESS 500 Highland Avenue
Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
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Peter Noel, I think that we should have a sustainable Eko-friendly park. It would help the environment
and eliminate pollution from cars. So I can play with my friends and have a great time.


Charles Morales Matute, Fifth Grade
I think it would be great to add a trampoline to the Eko-friendly park. Then, maybe jet-ski's can join in on
the fun. 


Erlens Simon, Fifth grade
How fantastic would this park be? I would love to go on a jet-ski, have a gaming room, a skate park, and
maybe they can throw in some pizza! I hope this park is built.


Joshwa Robin, Fifth Grade


A gaming room, a place to swim, and a fantastic place to go. Did you know that games help kids focus?
So please build the Eko-friendly park.


Diego Rubi Flores, Fifth grade
I want a gaming room, a pool, a gym, and a workout room in the Eko-friendly park. I hope that they build
it for us. 


Justin Rubi Flores, First Grade
A skate park sounds so good. I have never been in one. Imagine? A lazy river and a new pool? I hope
that we get the Eko-friendly park.


These comments have come from students on the Green Team from Highland Elementary School. We
are located at 500 Highland Avenue, Lake Worth, Florida 33460.


Name


 Andrea Tomlinson


Email


 Andrea.garfield-tomlinson@palmbeachschools.org


Address


 
500 Highland Avenue
Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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From: Vaughn - Murphy
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Vaughn-Murphy
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 5:39:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-Vaughn-Murphy-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


My name is Vaughn Murphy and I am writing in full support of the Ekotecture proposal to this City of Lake
Worth Beach. In so doing, I highly encourage you, its esteemed leaders, to take the time to not only see
and understand this vision, but also the positive environmental, social and economic value potential
inherent in its adoption. 


Being a resident of South Florida since 1992, while serving and contributing to the development of our
communities as a real estate development and finance professional, I see this as a unique and timely
opportunity for the City of Lake Worth Beach. 


What makes this unique from a real estate and community development perspective is that this project
can deliver intellectual, social and economic capital to this city and its residents. To find all three of these
community development value added components present in one project is rare. What makes this timely
is that there is simply no better time than "Now," for us to make better choices as community members
and leaders. Our shared desired result is the enhancement of our experience of our lives, homes,
neighborhoods and shared spaces, not just for now but for generations to come.


Name


 Vaughn Murphy


Email


 Vaughn@cadrerealestate.com


Address


 
8305 NW 8TH TER
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
United States
Map It



mailto:Vaughn@cadrerealestate.com
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
VAUGHN - MURPHY



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD My name is Vaughn Murphy and I am writing in full support of the
Ekotecture proposal to this City of Lake Worth Beach. In so doing, I
highly encourage you, its esteemed leaders, to take the time to not
only see and understand this vision, but also the positive
environmental, social and economic value potential inherent in its
adoption.



Being a resident of South Florida since 1992, while serving and
contributing to the development of our communities as a real estate
development and finance professional, I see this as a unique and
timely opportunity for the City of Lake Worth Beach.



What makes this unique from a real estate and community
development perspective is that this project can deliver intellectual,
social and economic capital to this city and its residents. To find all
three of these community development value added components
present in one project is rare. What makes this timely is that there is
simply no better time than "Now," for us to make better choices as
community members and leaders. Our shared desired result is the
enhancement of our experience of our lives, homes, neighborhoods
and shared spaces, not just for now but for generations to come.



NAME Vaughn Murphy



EMAIL Vaughn@cadrerealestate.com



ADDRESS 8305 NW 8TH TER
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
United States
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From: Frisner - Jean-Pierre
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Frisner-Jean-Pierre
Date: Monday, December 6, 2021 9:50:04 PM
Attachments: PCC-Frisner-Jean-Pierre-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Frisner Jean-Pierre, Jr.


General Engineer for the United States Air Force,


I believe enacting more sustainable policies, practices, and building more weather resistant structures in
the City of Lake Worth Beach would be a beneficial move in the right direction. EKotecture presents an
amazing opportunity to achieve all these goals. With the advent of more extreme weather and sea level
rise, now is the time to act. It is cheaper to build a weather resistant, sustainable building in the present
rather than building a standard twice.


Frisner Jean-Pierre, Jr.
Mech. Engineer, P.E., LEED® GA


Name


 Frisner Jean-Pierre


Email


 fjpjr36@gmail.com


Address


 


2401 Stanford Rd
Apt 601
Panama City, FL 32405
United States
Map It
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PIERRE
Item B



MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Frisner Jean-Pierre, Jr.



General Engineer for the United States Air Force,



I believe enacting more sustainable policies, practices, and building
more weather resistant structures in the City of Lake Worth Beach
would be a beneficial move in the right direction. EKotecture
presents an amazing opportunity to achieve all these goals. With the
advent of more extreme weather and sea level rise, now is the time
to act. It is cheaper to build a weather resistant, sustainable building
in the present rather than building a standard twice.



Frisner Jean-Pierre, Jr.
Mech. Engineer, P.E., LEED® GA



NAME Frisner Jean-Pierre



EMAIL fjpjr36@gmail.com



ADDRESS 2401 Stanford Rd
Apt 601
Panama City, FL 32405
United States
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From: Kathryn - Gill
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Kathryn-Gill
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2021 2:54:09 PM
Attachments: PCC-Kathryn-Gill-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 
I am firm supporter of Jill Karlin Butler EKOTECTURE’s solution for healthy buildings to promote healthy
lives. Occupants of eco-friendly buildings typically experience better overall health due to improved air
and water quality. And the benefits of being around sustainable, natural materials have shown to
increase feelings of wellbeing.


Name


 Kathryn Gill


Email


 katiemgill@hotmail.com


Address


 
1602 n lakeside drive
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
Map It



mailto:katiemgill@hotmail.com
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
KATHRYN - GILL



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I am firm supporter of Jill Karlin Butler EKOTECTURE’s solution for
healthy buildings to promote healthy lives. Occupants of eco-
friendly buildings typically experience better overall health due to
improved air and water quality. And the benefits of being around
sustainable, natural materials have shown to increase feelings of
wellbeing.



NAME Kathryn Gill



EMAIL katiemgill@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 1602 n lakeside drive
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Rhonda - Hewitt
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Rhonda-Hewitt
Date: Tuesday, November 30, 2021 4:30:42 AM
Attachments: PCC-Rhonda-Hewitt-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 NOW is the time, LWB is the place, listen, act and move forward into the 21st century in co-existence
with planet Earth towards a brighter, greener future. Be the change that is needed!


Name


 Rhonda Hewitt


Email


 rhondahewitt09@gmail.com


Address


 


7 Tudor Gardens
Tudor Gardens
Shoeburyness, FL SS3 9JG
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
RHONDA - HEWITT



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD NOW is the time, LWB is the place, listen, act and move forward into
the 21st century in co-existence with planet Earth towards a brighter,
greener future. Be the change that is needed!



NAME Rhonda Hewitt



EMAIL rhondahewitt09@gmail.com



ADDRESS 7 Tudor Gardens
Tudor Gardens
Shoeburyness, FL SS3 9JG
United States
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From: Tanya - Hacker
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Tanya-Hacker
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 2:41:13 PM
Attachments: PCC-Tanya-Hacker-Public Hearing-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I have spent the last 14 years dedicated to see the revitalization of Lake worth. Partnerships with local
citizens have made it possible to bring diversity in business to a town that is represented by a diverse
population. I think the eco texture projects would be an amazing addition to the sustainability of the area.
As a local business owner, woman and person of color, I would love to see this kind of project in the lake
worth beach community. Sincerely the Sugar Plum of Sugar Plum and Grumbling Growler And Spandgg
Art Gallery and Event space


Name


 Tanya Hacker


Email


 Info@spandgg.com


Address


 
1120 Lucerne ave
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - TANYA
- HACKER



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I have spent the last 14 years dedicated to see the revitalization of
Lake worth. Partnerships with local citizens have made it possible to
bring diversity in business to a town that is represented by a diverse
population. I think the eco texture projects would be an amazing
addition to the sustainability of the area. As a local business owner,
woman and person of color, I would love to see this kind of project in
the lake worth beach community. Sincerely the Sugar Plum of Sugar
Plum and Grumbling Growler And Spandgg Art Gallery and Event
space



NAME Tanya Hacker



EMAIL Info@spandgg.com



ADDRESS 1120 Lucerne ave
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Anna-Marina - Heim
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Anna-Marina-Heim
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:40:03 AM
Attachments: PCC-Anna-Marina-Heim-Public Hearing-Item H.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item H


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


My name is Anna Heim and while I am a resident of Southend-on-
Sea UK, I have had involvement with the City of Lake Worth since
20010 when I visited to represent my city here in the UK and made a
presentation to the sister city event which was being hosted at the
time to promote a development project I was leading at the time
which was designed to benefit by Southend-on-Sea and the City of
Lake Worth. 


It was during the Sister City Conference that I met Ms
Karlin-Butler and was introduced to Ekotecture .
I have maintained close ties to the city and some of your leading
citizens. In particular Ms Jill Karlin-Butler and the Ekotecture project
which Jill is presenting to you at todays meeting.


Over the past 11-years, Jill and I have worked closely on the
development of the Ekotecture Framework. Over the years the
Ekotecture has received support from US Universities and we (Jill
and I) have presented development project for my city Southendon-
Sea, Kilkenny in Ireland and Mpongwe in Zambia, Africa.


I fully support the development project which Ms Karlin-Butler is
presenting to you today. As Lake Worth is planning to be a zerocarbon
and sustainable city by 2050, the Ekotecture Framework and
the buildings chosen by Jill for development, utilising this
framework, will go a long way in supporting Lake Worth's visions for
the future. Not only will the development fulfil the carbon-neutral
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - ANNA-
MARINA - HEIM



Item H
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item H



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD My name is Anna Heim and while I am a resident of Southend-on-
Sea UK, I have had involvement with the City of Lake Worth since
20010 when I visited to represent my city here in the UK and made a
presentation to the sister city event which was being hosted at the
time to promote a development project I was leading at the time
which was designed to benefit by Southend-on-Sea and the City of
Lake Worth.



It was during the Sister City Conference that I met Ms
Karlin-Butler and was introduced to Ekotecture .
I have maintained close ties to the city and some of your leading
citizens. In particular Ms Jill Karlin-Butler and the Ekotecture project
which Jill is presenting to you at todays meeting.



Over the past 11-years, Jill and I have worked closely on the
development of the Ekotecture Framework. Over the years the
Ekotecture has received support from US Universities and we (Jill
and I) have presented development project for my city Southendon-
Sea, Kilkenny in Ireland and Mpongwe in Zambia, Africa.



I fully support the development project which Ms Karlin-Butler is
presenting to you today. As Lake Worth is planning to be a
zerocarbon
and sustainable city by 2050, the Ekotecture Framework and
the buildings chosen by Jill for development, utilising this
framework, will go a long way in supporting Lake Worth's visions for
the future. Not only will the development fulfil the carbon-neutral
vision of the city, it will provide numerous opportunities for the city
in a range of areas from education, to creating employment, while
maintaining the character and persona of your beautify city along
with the opportunity and potentially enable Lake Worth City in
becoming a showcase city to the USA and wider world on
sustainable living, cabon neutrality, and sustainable evnironmentally
friendly architecture.



NAME Anna-Marina Heim



EMAIL annaheim@hotmail.co.uk
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ADDRESS 33 High Street, Shoeburyness, Essex. SS3 9AW UK
Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
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vision of the city, it will provide numerous opportunities for the city
in a range of areas from education, to creating employment, while
maintaining the character and persona of your beautify city along
with the opportunity and potentially enable Lake Worth City in
becoming a showcase city to the USA and wider world on
sustainable living, cabon neutrality, and sustainable evnironmentally
friendly architecture.


Name


 Anna-Marina Heim


Email


 annaheim@hotmail.co.uk


Address


 
33 High Street, Shoeburyness, Essex. SS3 9AW UK
Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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From: JESSICA - NEWTON
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - JESSICA-NEWTON
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 5:32:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-JESSICA-NEWTON-Public Hearing-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I AM A RESIDENT AND BUSINESS OWNER IN LAKE WORTH FOR 7 YEARS. I AM VERY HUMBLED
THAT MY DEAR FRIEND JILL KARLIN BUTLER HAS ASKED FOR MY SUPPORT WITH HER
PRESEMTATION FOR THIS EVENING. I AM PLEASED TO DO SO. CHANGE IS BORN BY A
THOUGHT, AN IDEA OR MANY TIMES CIRCUMSTANCES.THESE IDEAS SHE BRINGS TO US
TONIGHT HAVE BEEN MANIFESTING FOR MANY YEARS, TONIGHT THE"IDEAS" ARE BROUGHT
TO THE TABLE TO BE THOUGHT UPON, TWEAKED AND HOPEFULLY TO FULL ON FRUITION.
THERE ARE MANY THINGS WRONG WITH OUR TOWN AS WELL AS THERE ARE MANY THINGS
RIGHT. IT SADDENS ME TO SEE THE ALLOWANCE OF MORE KAVA BARS, BEER JOINTS AND
TATOO PARLORS, NONE OF WHICH ADD VALUE TO OUR TOWN, BUSINESS' OR PROPERTIES.
THE HOMELESS GANGS ARE AGAIN OUT OF CONTROL. IT IS SO REFRESHING TO HEAR AND
SEE A NEW PROPOSAL, ONE OF TREMENDOUS MERIT. A DOLPHIN POOL? HOW AMAZING! AN
IDEA THAT BRINGS TOURISTS AND NORMAL FOLK TO OUR CITY A PLACE OF EVENTS, A PLACE
TO JOURNEY TO AS FAMILIES USED TO DO. THIS IS A START, AN IDEA THAT WILL ADD VALUE
TO ALL OF US. IT IS A SEEDLING THAT PROPERLY CARED FOR AND NOURISHED CAN GROW
INTO A SAFE AND COMFORTABLE REALITY. WHAT A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT THAT ONE DAY WE
CAN BE AS THAT OF A GLORIOUS TREE PROVIDING BRANCHES OF WELCOME FOR ALL. I
BELIEVE THE VISION IS REALISTIC AND ACHEIVABLE AND PRAY THAT FROM THAT SEEDLING,
THE VISION OF BRILLIANT MINDS AND THOUGHTS CAN BECOME THE BEGINNING OF NEW LIFE
FOR OUR TOWN WHICH IS CURRENTLY IN GREAT NEED OF A FRESH COAT OF "WELCOME!"
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED...J. NEWTON


Name


 JESSICA NEWTON


Email



mailto:jessicanewton7@aol.com
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
JESSICA - NEWTON



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I AM A RESIDENT AND BUSINESS OWNER IN LAKE WORTH FOR 7
YEARS. I AM VERY HUMBLED THAT MY DEAR FRIEND JILL KARLIN
BUTLER HAS ASKED FOR MY SUPPORT WITH HER PRESEMTATION
FOR THIS EVENING. I AM PLEASED TO DO SO. CHANGE IS BORN BY
A THOUGHT, AN IDEA OR MANY TIMES CIRCUMSTANCES.THESE
IDEAS SHE BRINGS TO US TONIGHT HAVE BEEN MANIFESTING FOR
MANY YEARS, TONIGHT THE"IDEAS" ARE BROUGHT TO THE TABLE
TO BE THOUGHT UPON, TWEAKED AND HOPEFULLY TO FULL ON
FRUITION. THERE ARE MANY THINGS WRONG WITH OUR TOWN AS
WELL AS THERE ARE MANY THINGS RIGHT. IT SADDENS ME TO SEE
THE ALLOWANCE OF MORE KAVA BARS, BEER JOINTS AND TATOO
PARLORS, NONE OF WHICH ADD VALUE TO OUR TOWN, BUSINESS'
OR PROPERTIES. THE HOMELESS GANGS ARE AGAIN OUT OF
CONTROL. IT IS SO REFRESHING TO HEAR AND SEE A NEW
PROPOSAL, ONE OF TREMENDOUS MERIT. A DOLPHIN POOL?
HOW AMAZING! AN IDEA THAT BRINGS TOURISTS AND NORMAL
FOLK TO OUR CITY A PLACE OF EVENTS, A PLACE TO JOURNEY TO
AS FAMILIES USED TO DO. THIS IS A START, AN IDEA THAT WILL
ADD VALUE TO ALL OF US. IT IS A SEEDLING THAT PROPERLY
CARED FOR AND NOURISHED CAN GROW INTO A SAFE AND
COMFORTABLE REALITY. WHAT A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT THAT ONE
DAY WE CAN BE AS THAT OF A GLORIOUS TREE PROVIDING
BRANCHES OF WELCOME FOR ALL. I BELIEVE THE VISION IS
REALISTIC AND ACHEIVABLE AND PRAY THAT FROM THAT
SEEDLING, THE VISION OF BRILLIANT MINDS AND THOUGHTS CAN
BECOME THE BEGINNING OF NEW LIFE FOR OUR TOWN WHICH IS
CURRENTLY IN GREAT NEED OF A FRESH COAT OF "WELCOME!"
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED...J. NEWTON



NAME JESSICA NEWTON



EMAIL jessicanewton7@aol.com



ADDRESS 301 N L street
#103
PREFERABLE LOCATION (*), FL 33460
United States
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 jessicanewton7@aol.com


Address


 


301 N L street
#103
PREFERABLE LOCATION (*), FL 33460
United States
Map It
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From: Shelly - Zacks
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Shelly-Zacks
Date: Wednesday, December 8, 2021 8:15:00 AM
Attachments: PCC-Shelly-Zacks-Public Hearing-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Jill Karlin is a change maker in every positive sense of the term. She is creative, brilliant, insightful and
passionate and has real concrete ways to solve some of the toughest problems that our world faces
today. Pay close attention. She can put Lake Worth on the map as a City that can walk the walk of being
the change that is so desperately needed. 
Shelly Zacks
Co-founder of Delray Beach Children’s Garden


Name


 Shelly Zacks


Email


 shellyzacks@yahoo.com


Address


 
109 Fern Ct.
Delray Beach, FL 33444
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
SHELLY - ZACKS



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Jill Karlin is a change maker in every positive sense of the term. She
is creative, brilliant, insightful and passionate and has real concrete
ways to solve some of the toughest problems that our world faces
today. Pay close attention. She can put Lake Worth on the map as a
City that can walk the walk of being the change that is so
desperately needed.
Shelly Zacks
Co-founder of Delray Beach Children’s Garden



NAME Shelly Zacks



EMAIL shellyzacks@yahoo.com



ADDRESS 109 Fern Ct.
Delray Beach, FL 33444
United States
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From: Elfin - Delmundo
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Elfin-Delmundo
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 3:32:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-Elfin-Delmundo-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 Jill's got a bold vision that represents the kind of radical change we'll soon need in our warming world.


Name


 Elfin Delmundo


Email


 skip614@yahoo.com


Address


 
921 S M St
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - ELFIN
- DELMUNDO



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Jill's got a bold vision that represents the kind of radical change we'll
soon need in our warming world.



NAME Elfin Delmundo



EMAIL skip614@yahoo.com



ADDRESS 921 S M St
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Brenda - Macedo
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Brenda-Macedo
Date: Saturday, December 4, 2021 5:06:41 PM
Attachments: PCC-Brenda-Macedo-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I love this idea!
The South L and M street ekotechture project with permaculture garden, solar/electrical generator, and
rain water purification systems will help
our residents keep Lake Worth beautiful and sustainable.
The concept of floating homes on ballasts, originally conceived by Frank Lloyd Wright, 
were designed with survival in mind...survival through hurricanes, floods and tsunamis. 
It's about time our community prepare for these events with construction that can withstand the
challenges we will face.
But in the meantime, our landfills are overflowing, so let's recycle in our beaches, parks and housing
developments.
Let's promote sustainable communities and by all means, let's enjoy a new pool, renovated over the old
one. Thank you.


Name


 Brenda Macedo


Email


 brendammacedo@yahoo.com


Address


 


3000 Lake Osborne Dr.
Apt. 209
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
United States
Map It
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CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
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SECTION:10} -
BRENDA - MACEDO



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I love this idea!
The South L and M street ekotechture project with permaculture
garden, solar/electrical generator, and rain water purification
systems will help
our residents keep Lake Worth beautiful and sustainable.
The concept of floating homes on ballasts, originally conceived by
Frank Lloyd Wright,
were designed with survival in mind...survival through hurricanes,
floods and tsunamis.
It's about time our community prepare for these events with
construction that can withstand the challenges we will face.
But in the meantime, our landfills are overflowing, so let's recycle in
our beaches, parks and housing developments.
Let's promote sustainable communities and by all means, let's enjoy
a new pool, renovated over the old one. Thank you.



NAME Brenda Macedo



EMAIL brendammacedo@yahoo.com



ADDRESS 3000 Lake Osborne Dr.
Apt. 209
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
United States
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From: Melanie - Bailey
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Melanie-Bailey
Date: Sunday, November 28, 2021 9:08:57 PM
Attachments: PCC-Melanie-Bailey-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I'm grateful for Jill Karlin-Butler's passion for building sustainably. I would like to see her vision to have
Lake Worth become a model on how to leverage Ekotecture come to fruition and someday be utilized by
the towns and cities around the world! 


Thank you for considering Jill's visionary proposal!


Name


 Melanie Bailey


Email


 melanie@heartsandtails.org


Address


 
20 Pinehurst Ave
Nashua, NH 03062
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
MELANIE - BAILEY



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I'm grateful for Jill Karlin-Butler's passion for building sustainably. I
would like to see her vision to have Lake Worth become a model on
how to leverage Ekotecture come to fruition and someday be
utilized by the towns and cities around the world!



Thank you for considering Jill's visionary proposal!



NAME Melanie Bailey



EMAIL melanie@heartsandtails.org



ADDRESS 20 Pinehurst Ave
Nashua, NH 03062
United States
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From: Lynne - Czysz
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Lynne-Czysz
Date: Monday, November 22, 2021 6:26:27 PM
Attachments: PCC-Lynne-Czysz-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 
We can start building sustainably, living sustainably, and being wayshowers for the globe to do the same!
It is necessary to change public policy to enact sustainable practices for our future, for our children’s
future, for the health of our planet and all that lives here. Ekotecture offers a way of living for any lifestyle
and I implore you to give these innovative ideas an opportunity to thrive in your community.


Name


 Lynne Czysz


Email


 pilgrimsforpeace@aol.com


Address


 
796 Beaver Street
Waltham, MA 02452
United States
Map It



mailto:pilgrimsforpeace@aol.com
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - LYNNE
- CZYSZ



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD We can start building sustainably, living sustainably, and being
wayshowers for the globe to do the same! It is necessary to change
public policy to enact sustainable practices for our future, for our
children’s future, for the health of our planet and all that lives here.
Ekotecture offers a way of living for any lifestyle and I implore you to
give these innovative ideas an opportunity to thrive in your
community.



NAME Lynne Czysz



EMAIL pilgrimsforpeace@aol.com



ADDRESS 796 Beaver Street
Waltham, MA 02452
United States
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From: Marion - Ehlers
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Marion-Ehlers
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 8:23:27 AM
Attachments: PCC-Marion-Ehlers-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I met Jill years ago at St. Andrews church. After the service she rode her bike and I followed in my car to
get a cup of coffee. As we sat in the beautiful park down the street sitting under those magnificent trees
getting to know one another, she told me the story how she tied herself to a tree here in Lake Worth to
save it from being cut down. What do you say to a stranger after hearing a story like that, besides
thinking this lady is weird. (one of the dictionary meanings for weird - "a persons destiny"). Later on I was
invited to her home to attend a presentation to a group of people about Ekotecture and saw her vision,
her passion, her intuitive nature of how we can live and love one another in harmony with nature and
each other.
Sometimes we think one person cannot change the world, but history gives us many examples. Jill's
vision to see Lake Worth become a sustainable community for those ready to do the work is a gift. It can
start here with this city commission. Don't under estimate the power that is in each one to be a part of this
community that is changing the world.


Name


 Marion Ehlers


Email


 marionehlers31@gmail.com


Address


 
4410 Highway A1A #306
Vero Beach, FL 32963
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
MARION - EHLERS



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I met Jill years ago at St. Andrews church. After the service she rode
her bike and I followed in my car to get a cup of coffee. As we sat in
the beautiful park down the street sitting under those magnificent
trees getting to know one another, she told me the story how she
tied herself to a tree here in Lake Worth to save it from being cut
down. What do you say to a stranger after hearing a story like that,
besides thinking this lady is weird. (one of the dictionary meanings
for weird - "a persons destiny"). Later on I was invited to her home to
attend a presentation to a group of people about Ekotecture and
saw her vision, her passion, her intuitive nature of how we can live
and love one another in harmony with nature and each other.
Sometimes we think one person cannot change the world, but
history gives us many examples. Jill's vision to see Lake Worth
become a sustainable community for those ready to do the work is a
gift. It can start here with this city commission. Don't under estimate
the power that is in each one to be a part of this community that is
changing the world.



NAME Marion Ehlers



EMAIL marionehlers31@gmail.com



ADDRESS 4410 Highway A1A #306
Vero Beach, FL 32963
United States
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From: Raymond - Kowalski
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Raymond-Kowalski
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 4:27:43 PM
Attachments: PCC-Raymond-Kowalski-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item A.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item A


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Sustainability, Integrity and Human Ecology 


My name is Raymond Kowalski. I am a licensed Real Estate broker and a licensed Construction
Supervisor in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In addition to being a very proud 1975 Alumnus of
The School of Human Ecology at Cornell, I am a lifelong environmentalist. It’s not often I get to applaud
another kindred spirit engaged in the monumental task of sustaining planet Earth. Jill is exactly such an
advocate.
The depth and breadth of her enclosed actionable insights stands me proud marching shoulder to
shoulder in our efforts to document for future generation’s tactics, strategies, and resources as well as
the spirit, motivation and backbone needed to succeed. Clean water, clean air, clean food are all
derivatives of clean energy. If you build clean energy on site and use that clean energy on site…even
fossil fuels can’t compete with that.
Innovative designs for flexible foundations have the potential to mitigate flood damage and prevent the
need to evacuate structures. Onsite wind turbines plus permaculture gardens provide new sources of
power and nutrition. Double shell “envelope” house designs provide a re-introduction of passive heating
and cooling principles, a technology that is founded in common sense energy efficiency. “Envelope”
houses were researched, developed and built by Jill’s late husband and soulmate, Lee Porter Butler. 
If Lake Worth Beach greenlights this project I would be honored to help Jill. The more projects like this
that come to fruition the sooner we can make a dent in reversing the devastating effects of Global
Climate Warming.
You go girl!
Your friend and colleague,
Raymond Kowalski
chowdaski@yahoo.com


Name


 Raymond Kowalski


Email
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
RAYMOND -
KOWALSKI



Item A
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item A



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Sustainability, Integrity and Human Ecology



My name is Raymond Kowalski. I am a licensed Real Estate broker
and a licensed Construction Supervisor in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. In addition to being a very proud 1975 Alumnus of
The School of Human Ecology at Cornell, I am a lifelong
environmentalist. It’s not often I get to applaud another kindred
spirit engaged in the monumental task of sustaining planet Earth.
Jill is exactly such an advocate.
The depth and breadth of her enclosed actionable insights stands
me proud marching shoulder to shoulder in our efforts to document
for future generation’s tactics, strategies, and resources as well as
the spirit, motivation and backbone needed to succeed. Clean water,
clean air, clean food are all derivatives of clean energy. If you build
clean energy on site and use that clean energy on site…even fossil
fuels can’t compete with that.
Innovative designs for flexible foundations have the potential to
mitigate flood damage and prevent the need to evacuate structures.
Onsite wind turbines plus permaculture gardens provide new
sources of power and nutrition. Double shell “envelope” house
designs provide a re-introduction of passive heating and cooling
principles, a technology that is founded in common sense energy
efficiency. “Envelope” houses were researched, developed and built
by Jill’s late husband and soulmate, Lee Porter Butler.
If Lake Worth Beach greenlights this project I would be honored to
help Jill. The more projects like this that come to fruition the sooner
we can make a dent in reversing the devastating effects of Global
Climate Warming.
You go girl!
Your friend and colleague,
Raymond Kowalski
chowdaski@yahoo.com



NAME Raymond Kowalski



EMAIL chowdaski@yahoo.com



ADDRESS 10 Rocky Ridge Cir
Taunton, MA 02780
United States
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 chowdaski@yahoo.com


Address


 
10 Rocky Ridge Cir
Taunton, MA 02780
United States
Map It
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From: Linda - Chapley
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Linda-Chapley
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 4:07:40 PM
Attachments: PCC-Linda-Chapley-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item A.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item A


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 
Regarding Jill Karlin presentation on sustainable development: it’s about time this subject is being
discussed on the planning level. New residents seek quality of life and forward-thinking protection against
climate disaster. Let’s keep building on Jill’s ideas. If any community can do it, Lake Worth Beach can.


Name


 Linda Chapley


Email


 cafebread@gmail.com


Address


 
6888 Westview
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33462
United States
Map It
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CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
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SECTION:10} - LINDA
- CHAPLEY



Item A
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item A



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Regarding Jill Karlin presentation on sustainable development: it’s
about time this subject is being discussed on the planning level.
New residents seek quality of life and forward-thinking protection
against climate disaster. Let’s keep building on Jill’s ideas. If any
community can do it, Lake Worth Beach can.



NAME Linda Chapley



EMAIL cafebread@gmail.com



ADDRESS 6888 Westview
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33462
United States
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From: Maria del Rosario - Domecq
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Maria del Rosario-Domecq
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 1:39:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-Maria del Rosario-Domecq-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Dear Esteemed Commission and Mayor of Lake Worth Beach, Florida,


I worked for the United Nations for years in New York. I am a writer. I have lived all over the world and
keep an apartment in New York. I met Jill Karlin Butler in Tarapoto, Peru, where I lived part time and
where she was working with some government and non government agencies, educating them about
sustainable development via EKOTECTURE, the work of her late husband. 


We are very inspired by these plans. We hope sincerely that you will go forward with this very humane
and earth-friendly approach. Our native culture in the Andes and Amazon is encroached upon
dramatically by the fossil fuel industry, and we lose so many species each year. Aside from that, the
peace in my city has been so damaged by loud engines, and all the noise of the fossil fuel culture. We
long for our cultures to be venerated, and peace on earth. Jill's plan leads us in that direction. I
particularly like the off site parking so that the beach is not intruded upon by loud machines. What a
pleasure to go to the beach and just hear the ocean and the surf.
Thank you for heeding her direction, and helping the entire earth with EKOTECTURE. We hope Tarapoto
as so many other beautiful places in Peru will follow your lead.


Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts.


Name


 Maria del Rosario Domecq


Email


 rosariodomecq@hotmail.com


Address


100-25 Queens Boulevard
5 HH
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - MARIA
DEL ROSARIO -



DOMECQ
Item B



MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Dear Esteemed Commission and Mayor of Lake Worth Beach,
Florida,



I worked for the United Nations for years in New York. I am a writer. I
have lived all over the world and keep an apartment in New York. I
met Jill Karlin Butler in Tarapoto, Peru, where I lived part time and
where she was working with some government and non
government agencies, educating them about sustainable
development via EKOTECTURE, the work of her late husband.



We are very inspired by these plans. We hope sincerely that you will
go forward with this very humane and earth-friendly approach. Our
native culture in the Andes and Amazon is encroached upon
dramatically by the fossil fuel industry, and we lose so many species
each year. Aside from that, the peace in my city has been so
damaged by loud engines, and all the noise of the fossil fuel culture.
We long for our cultures to be venerated, and peace on earth. Jill's
plan leads us in that direction. I particularly like the off site parking
so that the beach is not intruded upon by loud machines. What a
pleasure to go to the beach and just hear the ocean and the surf.
Thank you for heeding her direction, and helping the entire earth
with EKOTECTURE. We hope Tarapoto as so many other beautiful
places in Peru will follow your lead.



Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts.



NAME Maria del Rosario Domecq



EMAIL rosariodomecq@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 100-25 Queens Boulevard
5 HH
Forest HIlls, NY NY, NY 11375
United States
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From: Miguel - Candelas
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Miguel-Candelas
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 2:50:07 PM
Attachments: PCC-Miguel-Candelas-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


My name is Miguel. I was a resident of Lake Worth for almost two years in 2017. I was born and raised in
Belgium where I am currently at this moment. As 100% European, I confess that living in Lake Worth was
both exiting and yet sometimes challenging because I didn’t find United States ready for the ecological
transition needed in our today’s world. Here in Europe; we have developed a more green mindset for
decades already. I find this project very important for the inhabitants of Lake Worth, because Lake Worth
has the potential to be a pioneer in Florida regarding innovative strategies for better environment, a more
green town for the good of our children and an inspiration for others to follow not only in Florida but in the
rest of the United States. 


As the street painting has become a very famous tourist attraction, this project could also be a way to
bring international fame on ecological development, green energy, meaning investment, resilient tourism
and at long term prosperous development. Cities like Freiburg in Germany or Oslo in Norway have
understood this concept and show how much these kind of investment bring prosperity, job, new
opportunities and a better well being for the inhabitants. To think a city in a more systemic way is to be
dare to look to future with hope and to plant seed that our children will be proud to reap with Abundance.


I would love to hear that Lake Worth, a town where I have personally lived in the US, dares to step into
the future in a very wise way by adopting such incredible project! 


Thank you.
Merci beaucoup. 
Regards from Liege, Belgium.


Name


 Miguel Candelas


Email


 mgl.candelas@gmail.com
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Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD My name is Miguel. I was a resident of Lake Worth for almost two
years in 2017. I was born and raised in Belgium where I am currently
at this moment. As 100% European, I confess that living in Lake
Worth was both exiting and yet sometimes challenging because I
didn’t find United States ready for the ecological transition needed
in our today’s world. Here in Europe; we have developed a more
green mindset for decades already. I find this project very important
for the inhabitants of Lake Worth, because Lake Worth has the
potential to be a pioneer in Florida regarding innovative strategies
for better environment, a more green town for the good of our
children and an inspiration for others to follow not only in Florida but
in the rest of the United States.



As the street painting has become a very famous tourist attraction,
this project could also be a way to bring international fame on
ecological development, green energy, meaning investment,
resilient tourism and at long term prosperous development. Cities
like Freiburg in Germany or Oslo in Norway have understood this
concept and show how much these kind of investment bring
prosperity, job, new opportunities and a better well being for the
inhabitants. To think a city in a more systemic way is to be dare to
look to future with hope and to plant seed that our children will be
proud to reap with Abundance.



I would love to hear that Lake Worth, a town where I have personally
lived in the US, dares to step into the future in a very wise way by
adopting such incredible project!



Thank you.
Merci beaucoup.
Regards from Liege, Belgium.



NAME Miguel Candelas



EMAIL mgl.candelas@gmail.com



ADDRESS Saint Gilles
Liege 4000, FL Belgium
United States
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Address


 
Saint Gilles
Liege 4000, FL Belgium
United States
Map It
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From: Daniella - Ortiz
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Daniella-Ortiz
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:32:59 AM
Attachments: PCC-Daniella-Ortiz-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I loved the Idea! I think it would be great for us to think outside the box. As natural disasters are
happening more often now, the idea of floating homes, blowed my mind. This ideas are the path to follow
towards a safer and healthier world. If we want our kids and grandkids to enjoy the planet we live in, we
need to start taking care of us it. Great job Jill! Thank you for leading us to a great future!


Daniella Ortiz


Name


 Daniella Ortiz


Email


 daniellao@daniellaortiz.com


Address


 


6806 Sparrow Hawk Drive
Sparrow Hawk
West Palm Beach, FL 33412
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
DANIELLA - ORTIZ



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I loved the Idea! I think it would be great for us to think outside the
box. As natural disasters are happening more often now, the idea of
floating homes, blowed my mind. This ideas are the path to follow
towards a safer and healthier world. If we want our kids and
grandkids to enjoy the planet we live in, we need to start taking care
of us it. Great job Jill! Thank you for leading us to a great future!



Daniella Ortiz



NAME Daniella Ortiz



EMAIL daniellao@daniellaortiz.com



ADDRESS 6806 Sparrow Hawk Drive
Sparrow Hawk
West Palm Beach, FL 33412
United States
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From: Gurunam - Khalsa
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Gurunam-Khalsa
Date: Saturday, December 4, 2021 8:16:49 PM
Attachments: PCC-Gurunam-Khalsa-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I had the privilege to delve into the principles of Ekotecture several years ago. I was so impressed by the
features of sustainability that it offered. Self-contained in in its use of water, energy, production of food
and disposal of waste. This is what is needed at this time in order to bring more balance to the earth.
Climate change may have devastating effects in South Florida and Ekotecture offers a safety net and
peace of mind in case the sea levels do substantially rise. What an opportunity this could be for Lake
Worth to showcase this technology and be a model that other communities could copy. We need creative
thinking, inspired leadership, a willingness to do something different, because our current destructive
ways are leading to disaster. Its time to build a sustainable world that works for everyone.
---Gurunam K. Khalsa WPB, FL gurunam1111@gmail.com


Name


 Gurunam Khalsa


Email


 gurunam1111@gmail.com


Address


 
5200 N. Flagler Dr. #904
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
GURUNAM - KHALSA



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I had the privilege to delve into the principles of Ekotecture several
years ago. I was so impressed by the features of sustainability that it
offered. Self-contained in in its use of water, energy, production of
food and disposal of waste. This is what is needed at this time in
order to bring more balance to the earth. Climate change may have
devastating effects in South Florida and Ekotecture offers a safety
net and peace of mind in case the sea levels do substantially rise.
What an opportunity this could be for Lake Worth to showcase this
technology and be a model that other communities could copy. We
need creative thinking, inspired leadership, a willingness to do
something different, because our current destructive ways are
leading to disaster. Its time to build a sustainable world that works
for everyone.
---Gurunam K. Khalsa WPB, FL gurunam1111@gmail.com



NAME Gurunam Khalsa



EMAIL gurunam1111@gmail.com



ADDRESS 5200 N. Flagler Dr. #904
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
United States
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From: Debra - Arippol
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Debra-Arippol
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 5:28:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-Debra-Arippol-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Comments as follows:


Jill Karlin Butler is a highly intelligent, moral, law-abiding, kind, thoughtful & reliable person. I've known
her since I was a youngster since her father was our family physician. Socially I've known Jill for a few
years & she's a serious & highly respectable woman from a very fine Boston family.


Jill has told me about EKOTECTURE for a few years now, since I first began taking yoga classes with
her at the onset of Covid.


EKOTECTURE is an amazing concept, one that the world really need to begin implementing today. As
soon as it learns about it & begins embracing it's brilliance.


It's a concept that covers so many crucial needs for the world population NOW that it needs to be
examined with an open & critical mind, for the betterment of the world, this magnificent planet of ours, &
not to forget, its ever expanding number of inhabitants.


And non-renewable resources. That's one of the the most critical points of all here.


But even more, it's adoption would help manage the health & well-being of ALL life, considering the
serious reduction of so many polluting waste products.


I feel that Jill's online presentation is that comprehensive & all-encompassing that there's not much more
that I can add.


Please give it your full attention & address it with an open mind & highly serious eye for the future. You'll
certainly be creating a uniquely responsible example for all cities & towns everywhere, but especially
here in Florida, where the weather, as everyone knows, can wreak havoc anytime, to the detriment of
numerous population centers within your borders.



mailto:lotuspetal51@verizon.net
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CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
DEBRA - ARIPPOL



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments
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COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Comments as follows:



Jill Karlin Butler is a highly intelligent, moral, law-abiding, kind,
thoughtful & reliable person. I've known her since I was a youngster
since her father was our family physician. Socially I've known Jill for a
few years & she's a serious & highly respectable woman from a very
fine Boston family.



Jill has told me about EKOTECTURE for a few years now, since I first
began taking yoga classes with her at the onset of Covid.



EKOTECTURE is an amazing concept, one that the world really need
to begin implementing today. As soon as it learns about it & begins
embracing it's brilliance.



It's a concept that covers so many crucial needs for the world
population NOW that it needs to be examined with an open &
critical mind, for the betterment of the world, this magnificent
planet of ours, & not to forget, its ever expanding number of
inhabitants.



And non-renewable resources. That's one of the the most critical
points of all here.



But even more, it's adoption would help manage the health & well-
being of ALL life, considering the serious reduction of so many
polluting waste products.



I feel that Jill's online presentation is that comprehensive & all-
encompassing that there's not much more that I can add.



Please give it your full attention & address it with an open mind &
highly serious eye for the future. You'll certainly be creating a
uniquely responsible example for all cities & towns everywhere, but
especially here in Florida, where the weather, as everyone knows,
can wreak havoc anytime, to the detriment of numerous population
centers within your borders.



She has my full support!



Thank you,
Debra Arippol



NAME Debra Arippol



EMAIL lotuspetal51@verizon.net



ADDRESS 900 SW 125th Way
Apartment R-310
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
United States
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She has my full support!


Thank you, 
Debra Arippol


Name


 Debra Arippol


Email


 lotuspetal51@verizon.net


Address


 


900 SW 125th Way
Apartment R-310
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
United States
Map It
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From: Caroline - Colie
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Caroline-Colie
Date: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 12:29:25 PM
Attachments: PCC-Caroline-Colie-Public Hearing-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


i’ve been a fan of Ekotecture for about 10 years now. I have followed Jill‘s work in Peru and around the
world. I used to live in Lake Worth. I now live in Mexico. Lake Worth would be well advised to adopt Jill‘s
program for Sustainability. If we could do what she suggests for you in my little village in Mexico it would
be great. I hope that you will adopt these ideas so that the world can follow your example. We would be
in a far better position to address climate change utilizing the principles of Ekotecture. Thanks for hearing
my opinion and I hope you adopt Ekotecture into Lake Worth.


Name


 Caroline Colie


Email


 Cskibum@hotmail.com


Address


 
3720 south Grant st
Englewood, CO 80113
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
CAROLINE - COLIE



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD i’ve been a fan of Ekotecture for about 10 years now. I have followed
Jill‘s work in Peru and around the world. I used to live in Lake Worth.
I now live in Mexico. Lake Worth would be well advised to adopt Jill‘s
program for Sustainability. If we could do what she suggests for you
in my little village in Mexico it would be great. I hope that you will
adopt these ideas so that the world can follow your example. We
would be in a far better position to address climate change utilizing
the principles of Ekotecture. Thanks for hearing my opinion and I
hope you adopt Ekotecture into Lake Worth.



NAME Caroline Colie



EMAIL Cskibum@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 3720 south Grant st
Englewood, CO 80113
United States
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From: Ted - Brownstein
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Ted-Brownstein
Date: Monday, December 6, 2021 7:40:46 AM
Attachments: PCC-Ted-Brownstein-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Good evening, Madam Mayor and commissioners:
I'm Ted Brownstein, 1016 S. Lakeside Drive. It is good to see the City taking a long view of the well-being
and development that looks to create a sustainable future to benefit all, the City and its residents.
Specifically, this includes reducing our carbon footprint through community solar, roof top solar, fostering
more energy efficient construction as well as creating better infrastructure for electric automobiles. How
we achieve those goals will, no doubt, be a matter for ongoing discussions, but I hope we can agree that
sustainability is more than an idealistic dream, but is practical with economic, political, health and social
benefits. Clearly, producing our own energy keeps money circulating in our community rather than
sending it outside, an old, but still true, principle of economic prosperity. A particular concern of mine
relates to hindrances to installation of maximally efficient windows, doors and roofs and restraints on roof
top solar found in current city statues and code. Sustainability / energy independence, in all the above
mentioned forms, helps to achieve economic prosperity as well as producing cleaner air, water and more
tranquil living environment. Thank you for the steps already taken toward that goal and I look forward to
creative, environmentally-friendly, and economically beneficial policies moving forward.


Name


 Ted Brownstein


Email


 tedbro@aol.com


Address


 
1016 S Lakeside Drive
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - TED -
BROWNSTEIN



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Good evening, Madam Mayor and commissioners:
I'm Ted Brownstein, 1016 S. Lakeside Drive. It is good to see the City
taking a long view of the well-being and development that looks to
create a sustainable future to benefit all, the City and its residents.
Specifically, this includes reducing our carbon footprint through
community solar, roof top solar, fostering more energy efficient
construction as well as creating better infrastructure for electric
automobiles. How we achieve those goals will, no doubt, be a matter
for ongoing discussions, but I hope we can agree that sustainability
is more than an idealistic dream, but is practical with economic,
political, health and social benefits. Clearly, producing our own
energy keeps money circulating in our community rather than
sending it outside, an old, but still true, principle of economic
prosperity. A particular concern of mine relates to hindrances to
installation of maximally efficient windows, doors and roofs and
restraints on roof top solar found in current city statues and code.
Sustainability / energy independence, in all the above mentioned
forms, helps to achieve economic prosperity as well as producing
cleaner air, water and more tranquil living environment. Thank you
for the steps already taken toward that goal and I look forward to
creative, environmentally-friendly, and economically beneficial
policies moving forward.



NAME Ted Brownstein



EMAIL tedbro@aol.com



ADDRESS 1016 S Lakeside Drive
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Silvina Donaldson
To: Melissa Coyne
Subject: FW: Tues. December 7, 2021 City Commission meetin New Business H: Review of Draft Invitation to Negotiate for Lake Worth Beach Redevelopment Project
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 5:30:06 PM
Attachments: Screen Shot 2021-12-07 at 8.38.47 AM.png


Screen Shot 2021-12-07 at 8.33.35 AM.png
City pool site plan at NE corner of S K and 1st Ave S.pdf
Boundary Survey unified lot (30 S K & 614 1st Ave S) with City pool.pdf


 
 


From: Richard Stowe <r_stowe@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 3:55 PM
To: Silvina Donaldson <sdonaldson@lakeworthbeachfl.gov>
Subject: Tues. December 7, 2021 City Commission meetin New Business H: Review of Draft Invitation to Negotiate for Lake Worth Beach Redevelopment Project
 
Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or unverified sources.


 


 
Commissioner  Sarah Melaga,
 
Hope you had a Happy Thanksgiving. 
 
1 - I ask that you vote NO on Invitation to Negotiate.  I have more confidence in you than I do in outsiders. I would like you to make decisions based on behalf of the public 
2 - I don't like the ITN that was provided to you by staff.  It looks like a recycled version of the ITN many of fought so hard to overturn in 2015.   I don't even like the ITN process. 
 


 
https://ca.dep.state.fl.us/mapdirect/?webmap=a8c9e92fbad5446d987a8dd4ee5dc5cc
 


 
3 - You can see from the DEP aerial maps that approximately 50% of the 1971 pool and pool building is east of the Coastal Construction Control line.   The ITN that staff has put in front of you makes no reference to the Coastal Construction Control Line!  The project boundaries in the staff written ITN, which I request that you reject, are not delineated.  Therefore, one can not make a determination what percentage of project area is east of the Coastal Construction Control Line. 
4 -Other than red dotted lines on slide 6, 7, 21, 22, neither does the August 14, 2019 CPZ study PowerPoint presentation images entitled LAKE WORTH BEACH COMPLEX* - NEW POOL COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STUDY- CPZ Study_August 2019.pdf  Approximately fifty percent of the "NEW POOL COMPLEX BOUNDARY"  and Alternative 1 & 2 are located east of the Coastal Construction Control line.
5 - I strongly implore the City Commission to state that no building or construction takes place east of the Coastal Construction Control line.  The area east of the Coastal Construction Control line should be reserved for South Florida native tropical maritime hammock tree canopy, and impermanent objects such as tables, chairs, umbrellas
6 - I oppose siting a new pool within the "NEW POOL COMPLEX BOUNDARY" area.  Instead, I support siting an outdoor restaurant within these boundaries, where east of the Coastal Construction Control line restaurant tables and chairs; west of the Coastal Construction Control line, Chickee Huts for kitchen, bar and restaurant patrons
7 - I recommend we site a City Pool at the NW corner of S K and 1st Ave S (see City pool attachments**.)  As Steve Crocker points out 25-yard pools are sanctioned for all high school and NCAA competiton https://blog.chloramineconsulting.com/olympic-swimming-pool-size  Siting a pool with daytime hours on this vacant lot has numerous advantages: 1) high walk score 2) high bike score https://cyclingincities-spph.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2012/06/WintersVelocityBikeScore.pdf 3) high transit
score http://www.plansmartnj.dreamhosters.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/NJT-Transit-Score-Guidebook-FINAL-7-6.pdf 4) Adjacent curb parking and City parking one-half block 5) creates a  much needed destination in Historic Old Town; great location 5) high school training and competition 6) swim lessons for children and adults 7) lap swimming before work and during lunch hour 
8 - establish a a natural amphitheater on the  sloping lawn directly west of the north end of the 1971 50-meter pool the photo below as a 
Locate theater-like stage and bandshell at base of the sloping lawn.  An entertainment, educational venue with live music, theater and dance performance, presentations, lectures, City events and maybe even a periodic outdoor City Commission meeting. 
9 - address degraded landscape should be a number one priority at Lake Worth Beach park (attachments sent separately)
10 - establish a parking space south of Casino for deliveries
11- plan public meeting to seek ideas for future use of Casino banquet room
12 - refuse and recycling area.  This was until 1973 a section of the Casino that was used for the original 1922 swimming pool that survived the 1947 Fort Lauderdale hurricane (145 mph wind.)
 
Thank you!
 
Richard Stowe
414 N Federal Highway
561-231-3509
 
* I strongly urge that City officials no longer refer to Lake Worth Beach as a "complex."  It is a park.  A park at the beach .with a Casino, pier, landscaping and lots of parking.  Lake Worth Beach is not the equivalency of what President Eisenhower referred to as the "Military Industrial Complex."
** One correction to City Pool drawings: it would be best for the pool width to be 60 feet not 56 feet.
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From: Ken - Horkavy
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Ken-Horkavy
Date: Monday, November 29, 2021 9:53:23 AM
Attachments: PCC-Ken-Horkavy-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


I have been a proponent of Ekotecture for many years and as a Lake Worth Beach resident, encourage
the current leadership to investigate what this lifestyle and building methodology can do to improve our
community. 


We are at a watershed moment and with funds coming available from Build Back Better, we can be
leaders in the regenerative and resiliency space. Building homes smarter and with systems to lower
energy cost, improve survivability from storms and properly integrate with nature are critical components
for a thriving future in the Lake Worth Beach area. 


Ekotecture needs government support, it needs YOUR support to help save our planet and way of life.
Ekotecture has the systems to make us resilient and prosperous if they are properly utilized. The
handbook is before you if you choose to open it and learn what it can truly do. Imagine a temperature
controlled home without the need for electric air conditioning. It is possible and affordable. That is just
one example of what Ekotecture offers.


Name


 Ken Horkavy


Email


 kenhorkavy@gmail.com


Address


 
4107 Sally Ln
LAKE WORTH BEACH, FL 33461
United States
Map It



mailto:kenhorkavy@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:kenhorkavy@gmail.com

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://click.pstmrk.it/2/maps.google.com*2Fmaps*3Fq*3D4107*2BSally*2BLn*2BLAKE*2BWORTH*2BBEACH*252C*2BFL*2B33461*2BUnited*2BStates/erzqOycN/vh1V/i9CNnUMH5l__;JSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJQ!!L27OxSvrGzUPJKx-75U!rOfkNMequO12Dq8bnKTb5dVIwqnXpSZJNx30ZgnXIO3_knel0D2PoqezDuKZ-GFCVN2BOS3kmTtN$






PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - KEN -
HORKAVY



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD I have been a proponent of Ekotecture for many years and as a Lake
Worth Beach resident, encourage the current leadership to
investigate what this lifestyle and building methodology can do to
improve our community.



We are at a watershed moment and with funds coming available
from Build Back Better, we can be leaders in the regenerative and
resiliency space. Building homes smarter and with systems to lower
energy cost, improve survivability from storms and properly
integrate with nature are critical components for a thriving future in
the Lake Worth Beach area.



Ekotecture needs government support, it needs YOUR support to
help save our planet and way of life. Ekotecture has the systems to
make us resilient and prosperous if they are properly utilized. The
handbook is before you if you choose to open it and learn what it
can truly do. Imagine a temperature controlled home without the
need for electric air conditioning. It is possible and affordable. That is
just one example of what Ekotecture offers.



NAME Ken Horkavy



EMAIL kenhorkavy@gmail.com



ADDRESS 4107 Sally Ln
LAKE WORTH BEACH, FL 33461
United States
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From: Nicole - McMurphy
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Nicole-McMurphy
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 11:31:29 AM
Attachments: PCC-Nicole-McMurphy-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item A.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item A


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 
Jill Karlin has spent the majority of her life dreaming about how things could be in the future. The future is
now. Her ideals are what all people in the world want. Listen, learn and Lake Worth will be an example to
the world.


Name


 Nicole McMurphy


Email


 nicoleclawton@gmail.com


Address


 
1799 W Water St.
Borden, IN 47106
United States
Map It



mailto:nicoleclawton@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:nicoleclawton@gmail.com

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://click.pstmrk.it/2/maps.google.com*2Fmaps*3Fq*3D1799*2BW*2BWater*2BSt.*2BBorden*252C*2BIN*2B47106*2BUnited*2BStates/aojqeycN/vh1V/P7FeCKJLW5__;JSUlJSUlJSUlJSUl!!L27OxSvrGzUPJKx-75U!vr8SwQe8Lh2rndjn02Qx467gU5L-7RXq2GZ8k9ikPiH-pF27mEK46vHcDVYdv4uEEz7sPt-nTMR-$






PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
NICOLE -



MCMURPHY
Item A



MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item A



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Jill Karlin has spent the majority of her life dreaming about how
things could be in the future. The future is now. Her ideals are what
all people in the world want. Listen, learn and Lake Worth will be an
example to the world.



NAME Nicole McMurphy



EMAIL nicoleclawton@gmail.com



ADDRESS 1799 W Water St.
Borden, IN 47106
United States
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From: Dana - Stewart
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Dana-Stewart
Date: Monday, December 6, 2021 9:55:44 PM
Attachments: PCC-Dana-Stewart-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


The EKOTECTURE presentation before you tonight is the most energy efficient architecture that our
company, Alliance BioConversions Company (ABCC), has found in 30+ years of research, development,
and demonstration of environmental technologies. EKOTECTURE has also been studied at Harvard
which confirmed our assessment, along with the endorsement of satisfied customers. Even the utilities
will benefit with reliable clean energy that costs them less to buy. That is what building-integrated energy
savings and generation can do. 
The designs are extremely versatile and can be built in any style, of most any material - preferably
durable, sustainable materials. They are comparable, and often less, in costs. There is no issue of safety
or comfort that has not been addressed. It is wise to plan and build ahead for sea-level rise, storms,
flooding, power outages, and other issues which disrupt society. The aim for EKOTECTURE and for the
community is to promote and implement a plan of action that will preserve the style, and protect the
future, of Lake Worth Beach. 
By employing all the technologies known to provide Clean Air, Clean Water, Clean Food, and Clean
Energy, Lake Worth Beach can be Safe and Sustainable. Because of all the available, and long proven,
technologies before you, and with the funding for infrastructure from the government, this is the perfect
time to take advantage of terrific innovative designs, products, and processes, and the apprenticeships
and training for green jobs. ABCC heartily endorses this provident project and the foresight of the
community.


Name


 Dana Stewart


Email


 abccbioco@gmail.com


Address


 
13450-76 Highway 8 Business
Lakeside, CA 92040



mailto:abccbioco@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:abccbioco@gmail.com






PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - DANA
- STEWART



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD The EKOTECTURE presentation before you tonight is the most
energy efficient architecture that our company, Alliance
BioConversions Company (ABCC), has found in 30+ years of research,
development, and demonstration of environmental technologies.
EKOTECTURE has also been studied at Harvard which confirmed our
assessment, along with the endorsement of satisfied customers.
Even the utilities will benefit with reliable clean energy that costs
them less to buy. That is what building-integrated energy savings
and generation can do.
The designs are extremely versatile and can be built in any style, of
most any material - preferably durable, sustainable materials. They
are comparable, and often less, in costs. There is no issue of safety or
comfort that has not been addressed. It is wise to plan and build
ahead for sea-level rise, storms, flooding, power outages, and other
issues which disrupt society. The aim for EKOTECTURE and for the
community is to promote and implement a plan of action that will
preserve the style, and protect the future, of Lake Worth Beach.
By employing all the technologies known to provide Clean Air, Clean
Water, Clean Food, and Clean Energy, Lake Worth Beach can be Safe
and Sustainable. Because of all the available, and long proven,
technologies before you, and with the funding for infrastructure
from the government, this is the perfect time to take advantage of
terrific innovative designs, products, and processes, and the
apprenticeships and training for green jobs. ABCC heartily endorses
this provident project and the foresight of the community.



NAME Dana Stewart



EMAIL abccbioco@gmail.com



ADDRESS 13450-76 Highway 8 Business
Lakeside, CA 92040
United States
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United States
Map It
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From: Erin A Coxon - Coxon
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Erin A Coxon-Coxon
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 12:42:38 PM
Attachments: PCC-Erin A Coxon-Coxon-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


My name is Erin Coxon and I am a resident of Lake Worth Beach. I love how our city is such a trail
blazing community, full of creativity and unification. I am honored to say that I have known Jill Karlin most
of my life and I can assure you that her dedication to sharing Ekotecture and sustainable development is
limitless. I think it is an amazing concept and it has the potential to change the world and possibly save
our planet eventually. We could be the first on the grid to get off the grid, if you will. 


And what an exciting idea to have an Oceanfront Eko-Park where we can swim with dolphins in the
Dolphin Lagoon!


The Golfstream Hotel has been in desperate need of a makeover, but not one which compromises its
architectural historic beauty. To enhance the Golfstream in an Eco-friendly manner is the idea here, and I
think it's a good one. 


The city of Lake Worth Beach could very well be the hub in a whole new world.
You can't believe it till you visualize it, and when you can envision it, you will see it.
Jills vision is completely full love and vitality! 
This concept could make a major impact on our future!!!


Name


 Erin A Coxon Coxon


Email


 erinanncoxon@hotmail.com


Address


 
318 S K St Apt 3
lake worth beach, FL 33460
United States



mailto:erinanncoxon@hotmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:erinanncoxon@hotmail.com






PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - ERIN A
COXON - COXON



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD My name is Erin Coxon and I am a resident of Lake Worth Beach. I
love how our city is such a trail blazing community, full of creativity
and unification. I am honored to say that I have known Jill Karlin
most of my life and I can assure you that her dedication to sharing
Ekotecture and sustainable development is limitless. I think it is an
amazing concept and it has the potential to change the world and
possibly save our planet eventually. We could be the first on the grid
to get off the grid, if you will.



And what an exciting idea to have an Oceanfront Eko-Park where
we can swim with dolphins in the Dolphin Lagoon!



The Golfstream Hotel has been in desperate need of a makeover, but
not one which compromises its architectural historic beauty. To
enhance the Golfstream in an Eco-friendly manner is the idea here,
and I think it's a good one.



The city of Lake Worth Beach could very well be the hub in a whole
new world.
You can't believe it till you visualize it, and when you can envision it,
you will see it.
Jills vision is completely full love and vitality!
This concept could make a major impact on our future!!!



NAME Erin A Coxon Coxon



EMAIL erinanncoxon@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 318 S K St Apt 3
lake worth beach, FL 33460
United States
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From: Hildah - Mulenga
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Hildah-Mulenga
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:36:33 AM
Attachments: PCC-Hildah-Mulenga-Public Hearing-Item H.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item H


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Hello,


My name is Mrs Hildah Mulegna. I am the founder of a UK charity "The Mumba Children's Project" which
works both in the UK and Zambia, Africa to create better life outcomes for the people of Zambia, in
particular those living in Mpongwe. 


I was introduced to Ms Karlin-Butler by Anna Heim during a presentation event hosted by Anna where Jill
was a Key-note speaker on sustainable living and achieving carbon neutrality and was so fascinated by
the Ekotecture project and the benefits it has to offer for citizens in rural and remote Africa, that it was
arranged for me to meet with Jill in person with a view to utilising the Ekotecture framework for new
building projects in Mpongwe on the charity's centre in African. 


I believe that what Ms Karlin-Bulter is proposing for the city of Lake Worth is of outstanding value to your
community and I look forward to working with Ms Karlin-Butler on construction projects on both the
centres' land in Mpongwe in the short term and hope that with the support of our new Zambian President
that the Ekotecture framework will be adopted in my home country.


Name


 Hildah Mulenga


Email


 annaheim@hotmail.co.uk


Address


41a Lancaster Gardens, Southend-on-Sea. Essex UK. SS1 2NS



mailto:annaheim@hotmail.co.uk

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:annaheim@hotmail.co.uk






PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
HILDAH - MULENGA



Item H
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item H



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Hello,



My name is Mrs Hildah Mulegna. I am the founder of a UK charity
"The Mumba Children's Project" which works both in the UK and
Zambia, Africa to create better life outcomes for the people of
Zambia, in particular those living in Mpongwe.



I was introduced to Ms Karlin-Butler by Anna Heim during a
presentation event hosted by Anna where Jill was a Key-note
speaker on sustainable living and achieving carbon neutrality and
was so fascinated by the Ekotecture project and the benefits it has
to offer for citizens in rural and remote Africa, that it was arranged
for me to meet with Jill in person with a view to utilising the
Ekotecture framework for new building projects in Mpongwe on the
charity's centre in African.



I believe that what Ms Karlin-Bulter is proposing for the city of Lake
Worth is of outstanding value to your community and I look forward
to working with Ms Karlin-Butler on construction projects on both
the centres' land in Mpongwe in the short term and hope that with
the support of our new Zambian President that the Ekotecture
framework will be adopted in my home country.



NAME Hildah Mulenga



EMAIL annaheim@hotmail.co.uk



ADDRESS 41a Lancaster Gardens, Southend-on-Sea. Essex UK. SS1 2NS
Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
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 Lake Worth, FL 33460
United States
Map It
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From: Nathan - Kowalski
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Nathan-Kowalski
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 4:07:11 PM
Attachments: PCC-Nathan-Kowalski-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Hello Lake Worth Beach residents and other participants in this forum,


My name is Nathan Kowalski and I have known Jill for more than five years. From the very first time I
spoke to Jill and heard her ideas about Ekotecture I have felt inspired and empowered to do as much as I
can in the effort of making the Ekotecture vision a reality. The visions of Lee Porter Butler and Jill Karlin
Butler are far ahead of the standard for our time. This is how I can be so sure that the opportunity she
presents is one that any person or group is lucky to happen upon. Not only does the plan laid out by Jill
and Ekotecture provide a practical outline to address climate change, innovation, and economic
incentives, but it also promotes a sense of community and strong leadership to do what is right and leave
no person behind. This opportunity presented by Jill is one that any person or group would be lucky to
have the chance to partake in and will be looked back on as not only beyond its years, but truly as a
stepping stone towards a more sustainable and united humanity.


Thank you


Name


 Nathan Kowalski


Email


 nkowalski23@gmail.com


Address


 
1577 Berube Dr.
North Dighton, MA 02764
United States
Map It



mailto:nkowalski23@gmail.com

mailto:cityclerk@lakeworthbeachfl.gov

mailto:nkowalski23@gmail.com
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
NATHAN -



KOWALSKI
Item B



MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Hello Lake Worth Beach residents and other participants in this
forum,



My name is Nathan Kowalski and I have known Jill for more than five
years. From the very first time I spoke to Jill and heard her ideas
about Ekotecture I have felt inspired and empowered to do as much
as I can in the effort of making the Ekotecture vision a reality. The
visions of Lee Porter Butler and Jill Karlin Butler are far ahead of the
standard for our time. This is how I can be so sure that the
opportunity she presents is one that any person or group is lucky to
happen upon. Not only does the plan laid out by Jill and Ekotecture
provide a practical outline to address climate change, innovation,
and economic incentives, but it also promotes a sense of community
and strong leadership to do what is right and leave no person
behind. This opportunity presented by Jill is one that any person or
group would be lucky to have the chance to partake in and will be
looked back on as not only beyond its years, but truly as a stepping
stone towards a more sustainable and united humanity.



Thank you



NAME Nathan Kowalski



EMAIL nkowalski23@gmail.com



ADDRESS 1577 Berube Dr.
North Dighton, MA 02764
United States
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From: Sugar - Bear
To: City clerk
Subject: Digital Public Comment Card - City Commission Submission - Sugar-Bear
Date: Monday, December 6, 2021 2:12:54 PM
Attachments: PCC-Sugar-Bear-Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda-Item B.pdf


Caution: This is an external email. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown or
unverified sources.


Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Albert Einstein once said, “Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre
minds.” Let’s all keep open minds while examining Jill Karlin’s sustainability proposal. Some of her ideas
might seem radical and revolutionary to conservative capitalists who are hellbent in their determination to
keep putting profits as the ultimate goal, and the safety and common good of people as secondary
afterthoughts. As for the expense, we could easily slash the absurd and bloated USA Annual Defense
Budget of 600 billion dollars in half and spend the savings on social programs and infrastructure. With the
grace of God all things are possible. This has been an unpaid communique from the Lake Worth Catholic
Worker/Sugar Bear Comics. I’m Sugar Bear and I approve this message.


Name


 Sugar Bear


Email


 dedcrip@gmail.com


Address


 
626 South K Street Apt 2
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460-4971
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - SUGAR
- BEAR



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Albert Einstein once said, “Great spirits have always encountered
violent opposition from mediocre minds.” Let’s all keep open minds
while examining Jill Karlin’s sustainability proposal. Some of her
ideas might seem radical and revolutionary to conservative
capitalists who are hellbent in their determination to keep putting
profits as the ultimate goal, and the safety and common good of
people as secondary afterthoughts. As for the expense, we could
easily slash the absurd and bloated USA Annual Defense Budget of
600 billion dollars in half and spend the savings on social programs
and infrastructure. With the grace of God all things are possible. This
has been an unpaid communique from the Lake Worth Catholic
Worker/Sugar Bear Comics. I’m Sugar Bear and I approve this
message.



NAME Sugar Bear



EMAIL dedcrip@gmail.com



ADDRESS 626 South K Street Apt 2
Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460-4971
United States
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Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Hearing


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


For or Against


 For


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


My name is Jomar Suarez Fernandez. I am a physician and diplomat of the American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology. I have known Jill since 2014. My comment is in support of her project. Her
sustainable development proposal and communications center would be transformative and innovative. It
will bring a lot of positive attention to your locale that will transmit into additional investment opportunities
while also benefiting the local community tremendously. Please consider her proposal with highest
regards.


Name


 Jomar Suarez


Email


 jsuarez@7hs.org


Address


 
PO BOX 34
Central City, CO 80427
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} -
JOMAR - SUAREZ



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Hearing



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



FOR OR AGAINST For



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD My name is Jomar Suarez Fernandez. I am a physician and diplomat
of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. I have known Jill
since 2014. My comment is in support of her project. Her sustainable
development proposal and communications center would be
transformative and innovative. It will bring a lot of positive attention
to your locale that will transmit into additional investment
opportunities while also benefiting the local community
tremendously. Please consider her proposal with highest regards.



NAME Jomar Suarez



EMAIL jsuarez@7hs.org



ADDRESS PO BOX 34
Central City, CO 80427
United States
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Meeting Date


 12/7/2021


Public Comment Topic


 Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda


Choose Which Item Your Comment Corresponds With


 Item B


How would you like to participate?


 I would like the city to read my comments


Comments to be read into record


 


Good afternoon everyone. My name is Juliet Christie and I would like to say that I have know Jill Karlin Butleŕ for
five years. Within those five years, Jill has presented to me her and her late husband's dream of EKOTECTURE.
Upon seeing her presentation of the framework of EKOTECTURE, I noted to her that it would be great to have an
organic sustainable, comfortable and safe environment in Lake Worth, a place where I also reside. I believe that this
city could gain from the economic benefits that EKOTECTURE four projects will bring and will be a great model
for other cities, locally and worldwide. So much positive concepts are detailed in the four demonstration projects
proposed to begin in Lake Worth, such as structures designed to resist destructive forces of nature, permaculture
gardens that supplies organic food, energy systems at less cost than present conventional sources, to name a few,
can support our community and I believe are great for our environment and our future. To conclude, it would be a
wise choice for the City of Lake Worth to adapt the EKOTECTURE framework presented by Jill Karlin Butler as
we all could benefit from such a robust and sustainable design in our Lake Worth City community. 


Juliet


Name


 Juliet Christie


Email


 Smjkids@hotmail.com


Address


 
6086 Bluegrass Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33463
United States
Map It
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PUBLIC COMMENT
CARD - CITY



COMMISSION -
{AGENDA



SECTION:10} - JULIET
- CHRISTIE



Item B
MEETING DATE 12/7/2021



PUBLIC COMMENT TOPIC Public Participation of non-agendaed items and consent agenda



CHOOSE WHICH ITEM YOUR COMMENT
CORRESPONDS WITH



Item B



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE?



I would like the city to read my comments



COMMENTS TO BE READ INTO RECORD Good afternoon everyone. My name is Juliet Christie and I would like
to say that I have know Jill Karlin Butleŕ for five years. Within those
five years, Jill has presented to me her and her late husband's dream
of EKOTECTURE. Upon seeing her presentation of the framework of
EKOTECTURE, I noted to her that it would be great to have an
organic sustainable, comfortable and safe environment in Lake
Worth, a place where I also reside. I believe that this city could gain
from the economic benefits that EKOTECTURE four projects will
bring and will be a great model for other cities, locally and
worldwide. So much positive concepts are detailed in the four
demonstration projects proposed to begin in Lake Worth, such as
structures designed to resist destructive forces of nature,
permaculture gardens that supplies organic food, energy systems at
less cost than present conventional sources, to name a few, can
support our community and I believe are great for our environment
and our future. To conclude, it would be a wise choice for the City of
Lake Worth to adapt the EKOTECTURE framework presented by Jill
Karlin Butler as we all could benefit from such a robust and
sustainable design in our Lake Worth City community.



Juliet



NAME Juliet Christie



EMAIL Smjkids@hotmail.com



ADDRESS 6086 Bluegrass Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33463
United States
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